Uniform Drainage

is the foundation of successful golf course maintenance. You will have to have it, sooner or later—Why not in the beginning? Consult us.

WENDELL P. MILLER
Golf Drainage Engineer
403-5 East Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio

part of his living must come from the sale of golf supplies, golf balls and from the lessons that he gives. His prices are reasonable and his supplies are of the finest quality, which ordinarily is not the case in cut-rate houses. The profit that he makes is his living and he is entitled to your support. Under good golf ethics a member patronizes his club professional."

Archery Takes on at Country Clubs

Sporting goods supply stores report that archery is taking on as a side-line sport at some of the smart country clubs. It is confined to women at present and apparently is proving to be a relief from bridge.

Bows of a good grade sell at $10 to $45

NOW IS THE TIME TO GET AFTER THOSE WORMS!

Earth worms can be eradicated thoroughly and without harm to the turf by using

MOWRAH MEAL

For information and prices on this Worm Eradicator, write to
E. L. WINN, Inc. - 355 Jersey Ave., ELIZABETH, N. J.
Western Representative: GEO. A. DAVIS, Inc., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE LYMAN CARRIER PRODUCTS

For Better Turf

The Washington strain of creeping bent for vegetative planting. Satisfactory turf guaranteed. Price of stolons reduced.
Nursery, Granger, Ind.

Cocoos creeping bent seed, the last word in fine turf.
Warehouse, Coquille, Ore.

Lecco, the complete grass food. Takes the place of ammonium sulphate and compost.
Many clubs are reporting excellent results from its use.
Factory at Granger, Ind.

Poa bulbosa, a winter green grass for the South.
Warehouse, Coquille, Ore.

LYMAN CARRIER
GRANGER, INDIANA

or

COQUILLE, OREGON
AUGUST, 1927

apiece. The average number used by a club is four. Arrows cost from 50 cents to $1.00 and two to three dozen are bought. The targets cost $15 apiece and one or two suffice for the club’s need. Any space around 50 yards long and 10 yards wide with a clear area to the rear for safety’s sake is sufficient for the target practice.

Some archery golf tournaments have been held as “stunt” events on the women’s programs. Instead of shooting a golf ball an arrow is shot and instead of holing out a toy balloon above the putting cup must be punctured.

Planning a $30,000 Model Clubhouse

(Continued from page 29)

cent and taste will make up a whole lot for the absence of money. Strangely enough a clubhouse that we cite to prove our case is that of the Olm Elm club, the most exclusive, and probably the wealthiest, club in the Chicago district. In the first place it is light. The “atmosphere” of out-of-doors prevails even in the showers, for skylight lighting has been employed with wonderful results in many places throughout the club’s home. The place has character and distinctiveness all through it, and although money wasn’t stinted in its construction it is the genius of the architect, Ben Marshall, that makes it the gem it is.

The First Mistakes

Two of the mistakes on the preliminary plans were the location of the grille and the pro shop. The grille was so located that service would have to be supplied through the lounge, and although the grille was convenient to the men’s quarters its location was out of the question for proper service. The more we think of it the more we believe that in a layout like this the best thing to do is to have enough space at an end of the locker-room for several tables at which buffet lunches and set-ups could be served. Such a feature, located far enough away from the showers, ought to go well. In this event a grille is not necessary.

The pro shop, in the preliminary plans, is in a location where both men and women members can get at it, but it is too far away from the first tee.

In the September issue of GOLFOM we intend to show rough preliminary sketches of the floor plan and details. When you

Now Cure

Brown-Patch

...almost overnight!

BROWN-PATCH, the bane of all greenskeepers, and the stumbling block to many a par score, need no longer be accepted as a necessary evil.

NOW, you can cure Brown-Patch almost as quickly as it sets in. You can even prevent its appearance throughout the entire season.

THE SECRET is USPULUN NU-GREEN. Never before has there been an effective and reliable Brown-Patch remedy. It will positively cure this dreaded disease in from three to five days—or prevent its appearance in the most humid weather.

NO DANGER of burning the grass. No application of fertilizer needed after using USPULUN NU-GREEN. Leading golf clubs are enthusiastic over this new treatment.

YOU, TOO, will be amazed at the results—and proud of the appearance and perfect condition of your greens—if you treat them with USPULUN NU-GREEN.

At leading Golf Supply Houses or
THE BAYER COMPANY, INC., Agricultural Dept.,
117 Hudson St., NEW YORK CITY

USPULUN NU-GREEN